Set Your Own Stamp.
Obtain Up-to-date Drawing Dimensions
via CAD Integration.

CAD Integration From Babtec
Design drawings are an essential foundation for all planning processes. They contain all the requirements that the finished product
has to meet. All the characteristics that need inspecting in order
to assure quality can thus be derived from the provided data. Our
proprietary and fully-integrated solution for analyzing CAD drawings in BabtecQ R7 allows you to automatically recognize digitalized drawing dimensions, manage them centrally and make
them available to other modules.
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The new 7.2 update expands automatic detection of the drawing
dimensions and also offers you a wizard that takes you through
the expanded comparison of drawing dimensions step by step.
This ensures that you obtain precise results and the latest drawing
dimensions.
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Centrally Manage and Share
CAD Drawing Dimensions
With the help of CAD integration in BabtecQ, you can mark 2D
digital CAD drawings with digital stamps to clearly label the features that are relevant for your quality processes. Various current
stamp templates are available for this and you can also create
other, individual stamps. The integrated tolerance tables also facilitate your work further. The software uses them to automatically detect the correct specification limits.

The uniquely labeled features are now saved in the central drawing folders and can be used during part approval processes and in
inspection plans. When features are linked in the relevant inspection plans and part approval processes and these features are
changed in the drawing folder, you will automatically be notified
that the relevant inspection plans will need to be changed as well.

To ensure that working with product specifications and characteristics is even more effective in future, BabtecQ
offers independent CAD integration.
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The new CAD integration detects all drawing dimensions and stamps each one uniquely at the push of
a button.
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Up-to-date Drawing Dimensions:
Your Step-by-step Guide
With the drawing dimensions comparison, you can ensure that
you are always working with the latest dimensions. From now on,
a wizard systematically guides you through the individual steps of
the expanded comparison of different drawing versions. With this,
you are sure to obtain the latest drawing dimensions. Each feature
that is linked to drawing dimensions from a drawings folder can
be updated to match the new version of the drawing with little
effort. Dimensions in current 2D CAD exchange formats are iden-

tified and compared – regardless of whether they are in the same
position with no changes, in the same position with a revised
measurement text or in a new position with unchanged measurements. Click through the seven process steps one by one and decide which drawing dimensions need to be adopted. Each step
provides information explaining what is being done and how the
available tools work.

Our new wizard guides you through the comparison of the drawing dimensions between old and new change
levels and informs you of the results immediately.
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The new wizard guides you through the comparison of old and new drawing dimensions in seven steps.
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Minimum Effort for Maximum Results
The ability to recognize drawing dimensions with unchanged measurements that are now located in a different position on the
drawing is particularly interesting. Due to space restrictions, the
designer may have decided to optimize the new drawing to improve legibility, and therefore moved an entire view including several measurements. In this case, transferring one of these moved
measurements from the old drawing to the new one is sufficient.
The other measurements within the moved view are then reviewed

and automatically transferred to the new drawing. If measurements should need adjusting later on, you can change the measurement text at the later date. You can manage these adjustments
centrally and re-use them in the inspection planning and part approval process modules. Our fully-integrated and central solution
for recognizing digitalized measurements in CAD drawings thus
serves as the basis for monitoring features in various Q processes.

When an unchanged dimension is detected in a new position, there is an exclusive option to compare versions of drawings
(even those that differ greatly) very precisely with minimum effort.
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If the system detects that a drawing dimension has been shifted, all other dimensions in the shifted view will
be checked and adopted automatically.
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Additional Information
For additional information, please visit our website or contact us
directly.

www.babtec.de/cadi
Babtec Informationssysteme GmbH

Branch Offices

Clausenstraße 21, 42285 Wuppertal, Germany

Altmarkt 10c, 01067 Dresden, Germany

T +49 202 4960-0

Lehrer-Wirth-Straße 2, 81829 Munich, Germany

info@babtec.de

Marie-Curie-Straße 14, 78048 Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany

www.babtec.com

Clausenstraße 21, 42285 Wuppertal, Germany

Babtec Österreich GmbH
Maria-Theresia-Straße 51, 4600 Wels, Austria
T +43 7242 224357-00
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